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Topic

Micro visualizations, are small data visualizations that are useful in display contexts that can only dedicate minimal rendering space for data representations. Specifically, we define micro visualizations as small-scale visualizations that lack or have a limited set of reference structures such as labels, data axes, or grid lines and have a small physical footprint of a few square centimeters. Micro visualizations can be as simple as small unit-based visualizations such as a battery indicator but also include multi-dimensional visualizations such as star glyphs, small geographic visualizations or even small network visualizations. Although micro visualizations are essential to mobile visualization contexts, we know surprisingly little about their general visual and interaction design space or people’s ability in interpreting micro visualizations.

E-ink displays are an interesting but challenging display environment for micro visualizations. In particular, e-ink displays are useful on watches, as retail labels, in mobile phones or e-readers. However, their limited capabilities to hold color means that visualization design is necessarily limited. The goal of this internship is to derive a design space for e-ink based data visualizations and to ideally come up with design guidelines or a toolkit to develop a set of standard or dedicated visualizations for this display environment.
Background

The project is part of work on an ANR grant on studying micro visualizations in various usage scenarios. Related work includes:


